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abortion, stress management, capital punishment, and war).  This 
course also aims at widening students’ perspective on life and 
death through exploring relevant philosophical and religious ideas 
of  both Western and Chinese culture.
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R.P. 1370 Ethics of Marriage and the Family (3,2,1)
  婚姻與家庭倫理學
This course begins with a brief  introduction to the history of  
the structure of  the traditional Chinese and Christian families.  
Students will then be introduced to the debates over marriage and 
the family in the end of  the 20th century and are expected to gain 
a thorough view of  the relevant ethical issues.  By applying moral 
theories and principles, students are encouraged to make relevant 
moral judgments on them.
ҏऋҬۖਢོᙏϭಝϛЅஅఀড়৳๖ᄺޟᐣѬȄณࡣȂ
፣ȂՄΟ၌ϬРԤ៝ޟ৳Ѕড়ࡅঈོंΠΪжकґᜰܻஔר
ᜰП७ޟၾኈដᚠȄᏰҡᔖ၎ആႆၼҢၾኈ౩፣ЅনࠌȂკၐ
ၾኈրᘞȄޟюᎌ࿋ײ

R.P. 1380 Moral Leadership (3,2,1)
  道德領導
One major goal of  ethics education is to sensitize people to 
ethical problems in the specific contexts of  their daily lives and to 
empower them to ethical decision making.  University students 
in particular are likely to take up leadership positions in business, 
civil administration, government and the professions.  The power 
that comes with such positions requires not just professional 
leadership qualities but also moral competence and integrity.  This 
course will provide students with an ethical framework which 
facilitates moral sensibility and moral reasoning and thus offers an 
avenue for the acquisition of  moral leadership.
ၾኈఀڏىϛΙএкौޟҬஉᎴΡঈӵޟۡРலҡࣀध
ශϛȂஊఃᎠӴᄆឈڗၾኈ୰ᚠޟԆӵȂٮиԤΨհၾኈޟ
ЅߞഋۺȃߞᐅȄσᏰҡ੫տԤᐠོܻ୦ࣨȃϴӓᆓ౩ഋ
டཾ॒ࣨሴᏲُޟՓȄٲᙛ՝ܚϠ᠌ޟΨȂϚծሯौடཾ
ΙএټΡਿȄҏऋҬඪޟޢғڷΨޟሴᏲϗȂᗙሯौၾኈޟ
গ౩ᏰޟᄺȂёᏰҡᄇၾኈޟఃཐ࡙ڷ௰౩ΨȂᔓօᏰҡ
ԙΙ՝ၾኈሴȄ

R.P. 1390 Philosophy of Love (3,2,1)
  愛的哲學
This course focuses attention on the nature and manifestations 
of  love in those forms that are capable of  being scrutinized 
philosophically.  In addition to introducing a variety of  classical 
and contemporary philosophical theories, some reference is made 
to theories arising out of  other disciplines, such as religion or 
psychology.  Specific problems relating to sexuality, marriage and 
friendship are isolated and a search for viable solutions for the 
21st century is carried out.
ҏऋҬϭಝདྷޟҏ፴ߒڷ౪Ȃٮ१ٲ٥оᏰُ࡙ўቷຜޟ
ӻᆍלԒޟདྷȄଶΟఀ௲Өᆍ༈ಛڷ࿋фޟᏰ౩፣ѴȂΙٲԃ
۠ఀȃЖ౩Ᏸ้Ᏸऋࣺޟᜰ౩፣һོਖ਼ЅȄᄇܻٲԤᜰܒȃஔ
ӵΠΪΙжकײএտ୰ᚠȂζོӵҏ፞แϛკၐ൶ޟȃЄ้ࡅ
ϛޟџ๎ਰȄ

R.P. 1410 Practical Issues in Social Philosophy (3,2,1)
  社會哲學實用課題
This course provides an overview of  some major themes in social 
philosophy.  Topics such as liberty, equality, justice, toleration and 
human rights will be explored.  Different views on the relevant 
issues will be critically discussed.  Students will be encouraged to 
develop their own critical approach to relevant social issues.
ҏऋҬᆣ፣ོޥᏰඁޟএкौ፞ޟᚠȈՌҥȃҁ้ȃϴғȃቶ
ৠڷΡ᠌Ȅҏ፞แོ൷Ԥᜰ፞ᚠЕϭϚӣޟ౩፣ᢎᘈȂٮᄇԤᜰ
ᢎᘈёо׳րڷଆ፣Ȅҏ፞แӵЕϭԤᜰ፞ᚠޟ౩፣ࡦདޟӣ
ਢȂһོବᄇΙڷٲΰक़፞ᚠԤᜰޟᄂሬོޥ୰ᚠȂᄇԪ้୰ᚠ
հюІࡦȄҏऋһჂᓾӣᏰঈีՌϏ׳ޟրࡦՃ໌ၯȂٮᔖҢ
Ԥᜰ໌ၯپ౩၎้ོޥ୰ᚠȄ

R.P. 1420 Religious Quest in Films (3,3,1)
  電影中的宗教追尋
The course recognizes films as a powerful media comparable to 
literature in providing modern people with an important venue 
for experiencing, appreciating and reflecting on the dramatic 
nature of  human life and its myriad conflicts of  values and 
cultures, especially in this globalized and networked world.  Film 
producers and directors so often reach for the ultimate elevation 
of  the human spirit through religious themes and overtones in 
films.  This course helps students to analyse film with reference to 
its latent religious and ethical dimensions.  Through appreciating 
and analysing great films students would be able to experience the 
value enhancement and intellectual enlightenment characteristic 
of  tertiary education.
ҏऋҬຜႫኇࣺ࿋ܻМᏰޟΙᆍԤΨ൬ϭȂѺ౪фΡӵ࿋Ϭ
Ӓ౨ϽᆩϽޟжࣨϛඪټΙএငᐣȃݠ፬ڷІࣸΡҡᔛቑܒЅ
ΡҡݓݓᖂᖂቋᇄМϽፐएޟ१ौෲၾȄႫኇᇧհΡЅᏲᅋঈ
ငலႆႫኇϞ۠ఀ፞ᚠЅᎷоႀमΡܒΰϞತྃЀਿȄ
ҏऋҬᔓօᏰҡϷݙႫኇϛዖӵϞ۠ఀЅগ౩ө࡙Ȅႆᄇσ
ႫኇޟϷݙЅݠ፬ȂᏰҡငᐣڗடΰఀىᄇᏰҡසܒΰϞంᇌ
ЅቋᢎΰϞඪЀȄ

R.P. 1430 Romantic Love in Chinese and  (3,2,1)
  Western Cultures
  中西文化中之浪漫愛情觀
The course introduces the development of  the idea of  romantic 
love in modern Chinese and Western cultures.  It examines the 
deeper cultural dynamics that give birth to the idea in its modern 
form, and compares and contrasts it to the idea in its traditional 
Chinese form.  The psychology of  romantic love, and its role 
in the formation of  modern identity, will be explored.  Possible 
patterns and ethical orientations of  the romantic love activities 
and the religious and ethical transformations of  romantic love will 
also be explored.
ҏऋҬϭಝϛՙМϽϛᅞདྷᢎีޟȂـѹىюՙП౪ф
དྷᢎޟቹМϽଢ଼ΨȂٮՙПདྷᢎᇄ༈ಛϛདྷᢎհᄇ
ྱШၶȄҏऋһଆདྷϞЖ౩ᏰЅ౪фདྷᄇ౪фΡ٘ޟϷᄺ
ԙܚᅋُޟՓȄҏऋһོષᅞདྷࣀଢ଼ޟၾኈڥөЅџ
ԒȂоЅ۠ఀЅၾኈᄇདྷϞᙽϽհҢȄ

R.P. 1440 Sexuality and Christian Values (3,2,1)
  性與基督教價值觀
This course introduces students to the integral relation between 
sexuality and humanity from a Christian perspective.  It studies 
the changing sexual values in the last few decades in the West, 
the subsequent movement in Hong Kong and the underlying 
ideologies.  It surveys Christian views on sexuality from the 
perspectives of  the scriptures, history and theology.  The values 
in contemporary sex culture and the Christian tradition are 
compared and evaluated in the discussions of  various issues, such 
as pornography, prostitution, marriage and family, homosexual 
relations, procreation and new birth technologies, and gender 
roles.  The course ends with an evaluation of  the relevance of  
religious values in a pluralistic society.
ҏऋҬҥஅఀᢎᘈϭಝܒᇄΡޟᐌӫᜰ߽ȄѺଆՙПߖኵΪ
ԑܒپቋᢎޟᙽᡐȂоЅᓍࡣӵॷ෫ޟԤᜰၼଢ଼ȂЅڏधޟࡣ
ཎᜋלᄘȄѺஅఀထငȃᐣѬڷડᏰ፣क़அఀܒޟቋ
ᢎȄѺკၐϚӣ፞ޟᚠȞԃՓȃஒ׀ȃஔࡅᇄড়৳ȃӣܒᠾ
ᜰ߽ȃҡڷҡऋȂЅܒտُՓ้፞ᚠȟȂپШၶЅຟ፣࿋
фܒМϽቋᢎڷஅఀ༈ಛቋᢎȄҏ፞แо۠ఀቋӵӻϯ
ཎဎհᖂ๖Ȅޟོޥ

R.P. 1460 Religious Values and Pop Culture (3,2,1)
This is a course that helps students to analyse pop culture and to 
learn to utilize various forms and manifestations of  pop culture 
to critically reflect on life and society, in doing so students would 
be able to demonstrate their value-enhancement and intellect-
enhancement gained through higher education.  The course 
utilizes various forms of  pop culture such as films, games, Internet 
web innovations and modern play and drama as powerful new 
cultural media comparable to literature as modern people’s main 
venue for experiencing, appreciating and reflecting on human life.  
Such reflections of  modern life would be taken to the religious 


